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1.1 General Structure

1. Cryolipolysis + Vacuum + Vibration + Blue Light
a new, non-invasive way to gently and effectively reduce fat in targeted areas of the
body that results in a noticeable, advanced-looking fat reduction in the treated areas.
As triglyceride in fats will be converted into solid in particular low temperatures, it
uses cooling technology to selectively target fat bulgesand eliminate fat cells through
a gradual process that does not harm the surrounding tissues,reduce unwanted fat, The
contact cooling of the hand piece surface regulates the temperature of the skin and
protects fine dermal structures, realizing the fast body-reshape effects while
tightening skin!
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If you need to pull out the handles,very important thing is ,you cann’t pull it out when the machine
is on working,please turn off the machine then you can pull the handles out,if not,maybe cause the
machine broken,very important!!!!

When you don’t use the machine,please remember to turn it off,if the machine is turn on,need
operator is nearby!!!

There are 4 different sizes Cryo handles, one for big area like belly, the other one for
small area like arm or leg.
How to connect the Cryo handle,very important!!!inset totally,tighten totally!!!

Machine handle correct installation method:
Cryo 1,Cryo2,Cryo3.Cryo4 interface control the corresponding plug position as below:

Vacuum

Cryolipolysis Pads
Blue Light
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Install the handles must one by one,1 time just install 1 handle.then turn on machine about 10
seconds to let machine recognized the handle, then turn off the machine to install the next
handle.

For example:
install the Cryo 1 ,turn on machine ,wait about 10 seconds,let the machine recognize the Cryo
handle,then turn off machine install the Cryo 2
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The Cryo machine must be filled full water before operate it
1.please open the cover of water overflow when you are filling water
2.it is advised that each week fill full the water, each month change the whole
water,before change the whole water,open the water outlet hole,the whole water will
come out)
How to fill the machine with full water?

1.please open the screw cap of water overflow.it will help let the air out of the machine.
2.Connect the water pipe and water funnel with water inlet hole.
3.When water come out from hole 3,the water is full.
4.Then you connect the Cryo handle,remember, please first fill water,then connect the
Cryo handle.it helps let the hair come out of the machine.
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How to fill the machine with full water?

5.please open the screw cap of water overflow.it will help let the air out of the machine.
6.Connect the water pipe and water funnel with water inlet hole.
7.When water come out from overflow hole ,the water is full.
8.Then you connect the Cryo handle,remember, please first fill water,then connect the
Cryo handle.it helps let the hair come out of the machine.

How to know the water is filled full?
Please observe water overflow hole , water spill automatically from it, means the
water is enough.
. Draw out water pipe and water funnel.
Machine Maintenance
Clean the filter,when it is dirty

when it is dirty or fiter water over 1/3 to be pour out.

Clean the filter,check the rubbber ring an ensure not fall off,then tighten

.
When the machine keeps holding it, we can adjust the regulating valve on the back of the machine
to help the handle to release the air.

filter
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How to djust the Cryo temperature?

The strength of the frozen dissolution refers to the temperature and

suction of the freezing solution. The freezing starts from -1 to -10.

Therefore, even if you adjust the intensity to -10, adjusting the

appropriate vacuum time and release time will not harm the

customer's skin. The heat starts from 0-45, and the hot and cold

temperature can be cycled.

To the right is increased
suction

To the left is the suction
reduction
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Advantages of cryolipolysis:
1.Non-surgical technology
2.Cryolipolysis technology advanced than Lipo surgical technology
3.Popular technology in Europe and American
4.Newest technical to lose weight reduce 26% fat in treatment area
5.New technical is more advanced than RF and ultrasonic.
6.Eliminate body fat part by part where you want to reduce
7.Four handles work at the same time
8.the hot and cold temperature can be cycled.

Operation steps
6.1 Put the machine stability, do connect to any probes and power supply.

6.2 Filled with pure water，until the water come out from the overflow socket.
(use the water pipe/funnel/filler,put about 4L pure water in)

6.3 Connecting the cryolipolysis handle.Check whether connected right or not, clean
or disinfect the accessory.

6.4 Turn on the switch,enter cryolipolysis operation interface.If the water cycle is
normal,the machine enter work.if the water cycle is not normal,There will be a sound
alarm,at the same time there will be a red“Error”on operation interface,in this
case.must turn off the switch immediately,to check if the water is full and connecting
the cryolipolysis handle again.

After confirm the cryolipolysis handle enter normal working , place the other
accessories well.(make sure the accessories are connect closely,and the machine can
working normal),clean or disinfect the accessories.

6.5 Clean the skin first, then smear the products
onto the treated skin, please use anti-freeze
membrane when work with cryolipolysis
handle.please use ultrasonic fat burning gel，
when work with 40K and lipo laser.

6.6 According the client’s fat part status, adjust
the Intensity and the Vacuum mode and Working time.
6.7 Turn on the Cryolipolysis system. Working on the body. At the same time, you can
adjust the intensity of the system by the button on the handle piece.
6.8 After treatment, please pause the working, then switch off the power. Clean the
spare parts and place them in original.
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Main function:
1).Body slimming,Reshape body line
2).Cellulite removal
3).Localized fat removal
4).Lymph drainaged
5).Skin tightening
6).Pain relief for relaxation
7).Improve blood circulation
8).Combine cryolipolysis,cavitation treatment with RF to enhance sliming effect of

beauty equipment
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1.Click " " Set the working time of the cryo 1 handle to freeze temperature and hea

temperaturet, vacuum and release time, and number of cycles.

2.Click " "Set the working time of the cryo 2 handle to freeze temperature and hea
temperaturet, vacuum and release time, and number of cycles.
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3.Click " "Set the working time of the cryo 2 handle to freeze temperature and hea
temperaturet, vacuum and release time, and number of cycle.

3.Click " "Set the working time of the cryo 2 handle to freeze temperature and hea

temperaturet, vacuum and release time, and number of cycle.

 The main menu interface for Cryolipolysis+vacuum

front profile

Operation process

1. refers to handle selection, can set use handle

1,2,3,4 ,or handle 1&2&3&4 work at same time.

Start/Stop

(+)

(-)

Release

Vacuum

temperature

time
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2. Here set the treatment time , ,here set the temperature.

3.Press" "to start the operation

4. Press" "return back to the main interface

E.click the start key,

The cryolipolysisi+vacuum system will be working.

the others is to adjust vacuum.

Refer to:

cryo temperature:-3℃ to -6℃ time:4 to 6

hot temperature:20℃ to 25℃ time:1 to 2

Suction:1.0s to 2.0s release:0.6s
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Cycle time：1-2

Treatment
area

Working
time

Intensity Vacuum
time

Release
time

Course

Abdomen or
Leg

6mintues-
10mintues

-3℃ to
-6℃

1.0s-2.5s 0.6s-1s 1-2 times
very
month
days

Remark
requirement

1.Please do treatment from the lower energy at
the beginning, and adjust the energy according
to actual conditions.
2.Please use membrane during the treatment to
protect the skin
3.Vacuum time suggest to be lower than release
time
4.it is not be allowed to keep on one same area
long time,less 10 mins is better.it should be
move to other area, otherwise, it will hurt the
skin and cause water bubble.
5.Clear treatment area after treatment
6.If vacuum time is added,release time also
should be added.
7.45℃ and -10℃ is limit temperature,don’t
suggest to use.
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Taboos(who are not suitable to use this machine?)

9.1 Pregnant women or women during in menses.

9.2 Epileptic

9.3 Patients with malignancy.

9.4 Patient whose wound after operation has not healed up.

9.5 Acute inflammation or epidemical patients.

9.6 Whom with heart diseases or with heart pacemaker..

9.7 Whom with kidney (gall-stone ) disease.

9.8 Who was embedded metal object or silica gel.

9.9 Who in menses, birth control period, emiction incontinence period, or accepting
the belly operation.

9.10 Whose body always take much inner hot.

9.11 Who has the genetic hypersensitivity.

Notice:When receive the machine , it must add the full water ,

then start the machine .Every week must add some water , every

month must run out off the water and add fill again .Water

source : pure water or distilled water .

when treating Cryolipolysis , the best temperature set : 3℃ -

5℃ .All of the handles cannot treat above neck,navel and

bone .During treating ,please attention and ask the customer's

felling . If patient fells too cold or uncomfortable,please

button"emergency switch" to stop the machine .
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A treatment area doesn’t be suggested to keep over 10 mins cryo

treatment.Otherwise,it will easily frostbite skin.After you finish

all treatment area,you can repeatedly operate same treatment

again.

ACCESSORIES LIST & TECHNICAL PARAMETER
Technical Parameter
Voltage AC110V/220V 50-60Hz
Power 1200w
Vacuum 0.5s-9.0s,0.5s each step
Release 0-4.0s,0.1s each step
Temperature -10 °C~45°C
Cycle times 01-10
Pressure output 0-900Kpa
Handle working size 8*20cm 2pcs, 7*16cm 1pcs, 6*10cm 1pcs
handle 4
Working time 1-20 minutes
Machine size 56*52*106
Package size 74*66*124

Accessories List
Description Qty.

Main machine with 4 Cryo handle(two middle
+one big+one small)

1pcs

key 1pcs
Water funnel 1pcs
Power cord 1pcs
Fuse 4pcs
Holder 2set
Manual 1books
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QUESTION&ANSWER
3.What is Cryolipolysis Extreme Shaping?
Cryolipolysis Extreme Shaping provides the most effective solution to improve and
control the orange skin and localized fat through a combination of the latest aesthetic
technologies, the best results in fewer sessions.

4.What are the applications of Cryolipolysis Extreme Shaping?
The Cryolipolysis Extreme Shaping is effective in controlling and improving the
orange skin and localized fat, with skin markings also used as muscle relaxant ....

5.On what areas can be applied?
With Cryolipolysis Extreme Shaping can act anywhere on the body that this orange
skin (buttocks, legs, abdomen, arms, etc)

6.Does it hurt the application?
The sessions are not painful Cryolipolysis Extreme Shaping since only non-invasive
techniques are used. In addition, the vacuum causes relaxation massage and
wellbeing.

5.Is Lipolaser Safe?
Yes, Lipolaser treatments are completely non-invasive and clients feel nothing.
Lipolaser's low level laser technology has been studied and used for over 30 years for
many biomedical purposes. FDA approved for pain and inflammation,doctors can use
it for fat loss .
6.Do I have to do other things to lose the fat?
Only for bigger results - 1 inches without changes, 5inches with major lifestyle
changes,
like diet and exercise we have support if you choose to change your life while doing
the
sessions.
7.What do you do to keep the fat off?
Normal things you need to keep weight off diet and exercise, drinking water, etc.
8.Where Does the Fat Go?
That fat can be burned as energy in the body, or normal metabolic processing just like
when you exercise and release fat.
9.How Quickly Will I See Results?
Many clients see measureable results after their first session.
10.What Kind of Results are Produced?
1-5 inches average-the most lost in 9 sessions is 23 inches People who make minor
lifestyle changes, are on the higher end of the average, and those who don't, the lower
end.
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AFTER-SALE SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
The term of maintaining guarantee is main device 1 year and spare part 3 months
from the date of purchasing according to the receipt. (Expendable is not included in it.)
Others not included in maintaining guarantee or over the time, we also supply to
maintain and renew but need charges. Please contact with the dealer if need change of
purchasing the parts and easily expendable products.
A. We will guarantee the quality of our equipment, normally there is no quality
problem
 If there is a deficiency, please email or call us on the reasons, it would be best to

dealt with by email or telephone. Because some of the problems are caused by
using the machine in a wrong way.

 We suggest the client to take photos of the area where the problem occurs, we
will pass them to our technician , our technician will give a satisfactory answer
within 1-7 working days

 If the problem comes from the spare part within the warranty, we could consider
in changing the spare part to our client, which could be sent with his/her next
order. If the next order is uncertain, we could pay freight cost to send the spare
parts.

 If the problem comes from the main device within the warranty, we could advice
our client to post the device back to our company for repair by ordinary post, or
we could re-send a new one to our client. If the cost of posting the problematic
device back to BEST is more than the value of a new device, BEST would take it
into consideration, according to the actual status; apply to re-send a completely
new device back to our client.

B. We won’t supply maintaining guarantee if troubles as below:

1.Disassembling the machine by self;

2.Fall it without caution;

3.Lack of reasonable keeping and protect;

4.Not operate according to the user manual.

5.Expendable reasons

If changes of the design and specification of the machine, we will not notice you in
addition. If any queries, please feel free to contact with the local marketing company.

All in one, we will try our best to serve you and also need your fully cooperation.
Thanks.
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Product name ： Purchase date： deadline：

Seller： Add.： Tel.：

Customer： Add.： Tel.：

Repair date Reason of the fault Repair content

Maintain list


